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Graphene has attracted significant attention as a pioneer of two-dimensional zero gap semicon-9

ductors, but development of new two-dimensional materials with a finite band gap has been actively10

pursued. In this study, the structural stability of double bilayers (DBs) of group II-V compounds11

(II=Be, Zn, and Cd; V=P, As, and Sb) has been systematically investigated using first-principles12

calculations based on the density functional theory. The thermodynamical calculations have con-13

firmed that BeP, BeAs, ZnP, and ZnAs can be produced through exothermic reactions from their14

constituent bulk systems. It has also been confirmed that all the compounds have the phonon dy-15

namical stabilities. Only CdP and CdAs have been found to have an AB-stacked DB structure with16

the 3-fold symmetry, while the other compounds have AB’-stacked ones with broken symmetry. The17

difference in atomic radii between group II and group V results in the so-called size effect, which18

determines the stacking pattern. The structural stability of II-V DB thin films is explained by19

analogy with the surface structural stability of compound semiconductors: The change in an atomic20

arrangement in the DB structure alters the electronegativity of the surface orbitals of the II-V thin21

film, which does not result in any unsaturated bonds, i.e., no metallic bands across the Fermi level22

appear. The various DB II-V compounds proposed in this study will join the ranks of atomic-level23

2D semiconductor materials.24
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I. INTRODUCTION26

Since the discovery of graphene, research to develop new two-dimentsional (2D) materials has been vigorously27

pursued, attaining new properties, designing new devices, and using those in different applications like sensors [1],28

energy storage [2], transistors [3], spintronics [4], photocatalysis [5], hydrogen production [6], catalysis [7], and super-29

capacitors [8]. In recent years, not only graphene, but also various 2D materials have been investigated but which,30

unlike graphene, prefer to form the corrugated aromatic stage like borophene [9], silicene, germanene, plumbene, and31

stanene [10, 11]. Also various 2D compounds have been revisited such as hexagonal boron nitride [12–16], transition32

metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) [17–19], metal-organic frameworks [20], MX2 [21], MXenes [22], Xenes [23], and TiO233

ultra-thin films [24].34

Searching for 2D allotropes of IV-IV and III-V binary compound semiconductors has also been pursued intensively.35

For example, Sahin et al. evaluated the structural stability of 2D thin films of various IV-IV and III-V binary36

compounds using first-principles calculations. They showed that atomic-level 2D structures could exist stably in37

various IV-IV and III-V combinations, such as SiC and GaN [25]. Later, they also showed that GaN monolayers form38

three-dimensional (3D) structures via van der Waals interaction [26]. Experimentally, AlN [27] and GaN [28] were39

identified on the Ag(111) and SiC(0001) surfaces, respectively. It was also reported that the electronic and optical40

properties of binary compounds could be controlled by biaxial strain [29]. The applications of layered structures of41

IV-IV compounds to hydrogen storage materials [30–36] and battery electrodes [37–39] have also attracted attention.42

Recently, another class of 2D structures in typical compound semiconductors was proposed using first-principles43

calculations [40]. This class of compounds with a double-layered honeycomb (DLHC) structure consists of typical44

III-V, II-VI, and I-VII semiconductors. Very recently, it was reported that the 2D AlSb thin film with the DLHC45

structure could be grown on a SiC(0001) surface through van der Waals epitaxy [41].46

Many 2D-isolated compound thin films, such as III-V and II-VI compounds, often have an even number of valence47

electrons per chemical unit. This is because an even number of electrons in a system can form a covalent bond of48

a complete pair of electrons. Group III monochalcogenides such as GaSe, however, have long been known as 2D49

compounds [42, 43] in which the smallest chemical unit has an odd number of valence electrons. III-VI compounds50
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FIG. 1. Top and side views of initial structures of DB-stacked III-VI and II-V compounds. (a) AA-stacking for III-VI
compounds, (b) AA-stacking and (c) AB-stacking for II-V compounds. Parallel quadrilaterals indicate primitive cells. Crystal
orientation is shown in triaxial representation, assuming a hexagonal crystal structure.

are semiconductor and thermodynamically stable despite the odd number of valence electrons per chemical unit51

because III-VI compounds have a double bilayer (DB) structure, resulting in the disappearance of dangling bonds52

on the surface. Such a semiconducting nature of the III-VI DB structure can be understood based on the electron53

counting (EC) [44] and the bond orbital (BO) [45–47] models often used in discussions of the stability of compound54

semiconductor surfaces, as we will verify in this paper. Given that analogy, it is not surprising to predict that thin55

film structures nearly identical to the III-VI DB structure will also exist in II-V compounds based on the EC model.56

Indeed, it was reported that a 2D layered Zintl phase of ZnSb was successfully fabricated by treating non-layered57

ZnSb crystals with Li [48]. In addition, the hydrogenated ZnSb monolayer was expected to be promising candidate58

for applications in electronics and opto-electronics [49]. The DB ZnSb thin film [48, 50], which is the building block of59

the layered ZnSb, and another II-V combination, the DB BeP [51], were confirmed to have a finite band gap, showing60

a semiconducting nature using theoretical calculations. DB CdAs have also recently been theoretically confirmed to61

be stable [52]. However, no common insight into the stabilization mechanism of ultra-thin films of II-V compounds62

has been obtained yet. In this paper, based on the EC and the BO models, we provide a mechanism for the structural63

stabilization of II(Be, Zn, Cd)-V(P, As, Sb) and III-VI (GaSe, GaS, and InSe) ultra-thin films with DB structures64

through a systematic characterization of their atomic arrangements and electronic structures using first-principles65

calculations within the density functional theory (DFT). All the DB II-V structures examined in this study were66

found to be stable, and their optimized stacking structures can be classified into two types of DBs, AB and AB’.67

This difference in stacking fashion yields a difference in the symmetry of the system. As a result, it was shown that68

the AB structure with higher symmetry becomes a Dirac semimetal, and the gap is opened at the Dirac cone as a69

consequence of the spin-orbit coupling (SOC), while the AB’ structure has a normal semiconducting nature based on70

the EC and BO models.71

II. CALCULATION MODELS AND METHOD72

Figure 1 shows examples of the initial structure for the DB compounds. It has been known that the DB III-VI73

compounds have the AA stacking [53, 54] as shown in Fig. 1(a). This structure is very similar to the DB structure of74

the so-called Wurtzite(0001), but the stacking order is different. As a result, the DB Wurtzite(0001) structure has C3v75

symmetry, while the DB III-VI possesses higher symmetry, D3h. For II-V compounds, we considered the AA-stacking76

structure shown in Fig. 1(b), which is similar to III-VI compounds, and the AB-stacking (zinc-blende-like) structure77

shown in Fig. 1(c), known as an isomer of the AA-stacking structure [55], as the initial structures. In order to identify78

the veritable most stable structure, we tried various initial configurations in which group II and V atoms are bonded79

with each other and also models in which group II atoms are bonded between DBs as the initial structure. All the80

initial atomic configurations are shown in Figure S1 in the Supplemental Material.81

We investigated the structural stability of DB III-VI and II-V compounds using first-principles calculations within82

the DFT [56] using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) code [57, 58]. The generalized gradient approx-83
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imation (GGA), PBE [59], was adopted as the exchange-correlation functional. It was reported for DB CdAs that84

the SOC has an intrinsically significant effect on the electronic structure [52]; thus, the SOC was also considered. It85

is generally known that the GGA level calculations underestimate the band gap. In some cases, materials that are86

supposed to be semiconductors may be predicted to have metallic electronic states. Therefore, we adopted the HSE0687

hybrid functional [60] in the present study to calculate the energy bands when the PBE level calculations resulted88

in metallic electronic states. The cutoff energy of plane wave expansion was taken to be 550 eV. The increase in89

cutoff energy up to 700 eV had little effect on the atomic arrangement or electronic structure discussed in this study.90

The convergence criterion of self-consistent calculations was 10−6 eV for total energies. Fermi-level smearing was91

not taken in this study. The projector augmented wave method was used [61, 62]. (18 × 18 × 1) k points were used92

for the integration in k space in the Brillouin zone (BZ) for the primitive cell. The atomic position was optimized93

such that the force acting on each atom became less than 1.0 × 10−3 eV/Å. Since the atomic arrangement of 2D94

materials can be dominated by van der Waals (vdW) interactions, we also carried out the calculations using the vdW95

correction [63]. However, it was confirmed that the atomic arrangement and the electronic structure were almost96

unchanged. Thus, the vdW interaction has no effect if the proposed materials are in the isolated DB structure. After97

all, the vdW interaction was not considered in this study. The phonon dispersions were calculated with a supercell98

approach, as implemented in the Phonopy code [64]. We performed phonon calculations using cells that guaranteed99

sufficient accuracy; the supercells consisting of the (5×5×1) primitive units for ZnP, ZnAs, ZnSb, CdP, CdAs, CdSb,100

BeSb, and the (3× 3× 1) unit for BeAs, where the corresponding q-point grid was set to (3× 3× 1). As for BeP, the101

(7× 7× 1) supercell and the (1× 1× 1) q-point grid.102

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION103

The stability of the surface structures of III-V and II-VI compound semiconductors has long been discussed using104

the EC model [44] and the BO model [45–47] based on the orbital electronegativity [65]. The EC model discusses105

the stabilization mechanism of the surface as follows: on the surface, dangling bonds of group III (II) atoms become106

empty and dangling bonds of group V (VI) atoms become lone pairs, forming a semiconducting electronic state. The107

charge transfer mechanism is explained by the change in the orbital electronegativity of the dangling bonds depending108

on the back-bond angle of the surface atoms with respect to the dangling bonds [46, 47]. In this study, we apply these109

models to the DB III-VI and II-V compounds to examine their structural stabilities.110

A. Double bilayers compounds of group III-VI111

The structure and electronic structure of DB GaSe are well understood through previous studies [66–70]. In this112

section, we first show that our calculations can reproduce the previous results. We then show that the structural113

stability of DB GaSe can be intuitively revisited in terms of chemical bonding theory through the EC and BO models114

and the electron localization function (ELF) [71, 72] which shows a measure of the probability of electron pairs. We115

consider GaSe as a typical example of a III-VI DB and try to understand its structural stability based on the BO116

model. In the DB GaSe, the Se layer is located at the top and bottom surfaces, and the Ga layer forms the inner117

layer. Each Se atom has a surface orbital in the surface vacuum direction. In the DB structure, all atoms are basically118

located in the so-called tetrahedral position and have sp3-like bonds. In Fig. 1 (a) are shown the back-bond angle119

of the surface orbital of the topmost surface atom (θ) the value for GaSe was 118.1◦, which is consistent with the120

previous calculations [70] and is larger than the bond angle of the ideal sp3-hybridized orbital, 109.5◦.121

The BO model indicates that the larger the back-bond angle of the surface orbital, the larger its s-character and,122

consequently, the larger the electronegativity of the surface orbital. Thus, the orbital electronegativity of the surface123

orbital of the Se atom is larger than that of the ideal sp3 orbital. In the BO model, it is assumed that all chemical124

bonds between atoms form sp3 covalent bonds. If the bonds between Ga-Ga layers are covalent, each Ga atom provides125

one valence electron to the Ga-Ga bonds between the layers. Since the Se atom has 6 valence electrons, it would126

provide 6/4 electrons to each of the four hands around it. If 2/3 and 6/4 electrons by Ga and Se are supplied to127

the bond between the surface Ga-Se atoms, respectively, there will be (2 + 1/6) electrons, resulting in excess of 1/6128

electrons when the covalent bond is formed. Since the orbital electronegativity of the surface orbitals of the topmost129

Se atom is larger than that of the ideal sp3 bond and attracts electrons, the excess (1/6) × 3 electrons from the three130

Ga-Se bonds transfer to the surface orbitals. As a result, there are (6/4 + 1/6 × 3) = 2 electrons in the Se surface131

orbitals, i .e., a lone pair is formed.132

Therefore, there is no surface dangling bond in III-VI ultra-thin films, and the electronic state becomes semicon-133

ducting and stabilized. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 2 (a), the DB GaSe has a finite indirect band gap, as reported134

elsewhere [69]. Figure 2(b) shows the spatial distribution of the ELF for DB GaSe. As clearly shown in this figure,135
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FIG. 2. (a) Band structure of the DB GaSe compound. The dashed line shows the top of the valence band. (b) Electron
localization functions for the GaSe in the cross section including the Se-Ga-Ga-Se bonding network.

high ELF values are observed at the positions just above the surface Se atoms and the Ga-Ga interatomic positions136

between the DBs, definitely indicating the covalent bond (red ellipse) and the lone pair (red circle) formations. The137

band diagrams and ELFs for the other compounds of the group III-VI, GaS and InS, are also shown in Figs. S3 and138

S4 in the Supplemental Material. It is clear from these results that in the DB III-VI compounds, the semiconducting139

electron configuration realizes as qualitatively predicted by the BO model.140

Therefore, we can conclude that the band gap opening, or semiconducting nature, is the origin of the structural141

stabilization in DB III-VI compounds, as expected from the EC and BO models.142

B. Double bilayers compounds of group II-V143

In this study, we evaluate the possibility of the existence of the DB structure of group II-V compounds as an analogy144

to group III-VI compounds. In the DB structure of III-VI compounds, the origin of stabilization is that the surface145

orbitals of the topmost group VI atoms form a lone pair, and the electronic state becomes a closed shell structure.146

Therefore, the II-V DB is expected to stabilize when the surface orbitals of not group V but group II atoms are empty.147

Based on the BO model, two valence electrons of the surface group II atom are distributed to 4 sp3 bonds; thus, the148

surface orbital has two-quarters electrons if all atoms are covalently bonded with each other. If the bond between149

V-V group is covalent between the layers, the group V atom of each BL provides one electron for each of its bonds.150

The remaining four electrons from the group V atom are distributed to the three neighboring bonds in the BL plane151

by 3/4 electrons each. The group II atom must supply 2/3 electrons to each of the three bonds in the BL plane in152

order for the bonds to form the covalent bond. As a result, the electrons of the surface orbital should be transferred153
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TABLE I. Stacking fashion (SF), lattice constant (a), lattice angle; angle between the primitive lattice vector in the 2D plane
(α), stacking energy (Es), formation energy (∆Hf), cohesion energy (∆Hcoh), and band gap with the PBE functional (EPBE

g )

and with the HSE one (EHSE
g ).

SF a (Å) α (◦) Es (eV/atom) ∆Hf (meV/atom) ∆Hcoh (eV/atom) EPBE
g (eV) EHSE

g (eV)
BeP AB’ 3.70 60.08 -0.67 +283.8 3.77 1.72 2.61
BeAs AB’ 3.87 59.69 -0.56 +46.21 3.37 1.27 2.08
BeSb AB’ 4.25 56.30 -0.49 -523.3 2.96 0.0 0.36
ZnP AB’ 4.07 60.60 -0.59 +121.4 2.37 1.03 1.86
ZnAs AB’ 4.26 60.28 -0.47 +90.9 2.08 0.80 1.56
ZnSb AB’ 4.61 59.73 -0.43 -114.8 1.85 0.91 1.62
CdP AB 4.44 60.00 -0.64 -138.7 2.06 metallic metallic
CdAs AB 4.61 60.00 -0.51 -27.8 1.84 metallic metallic
CdSb AB’ 4.92 60.31 -0.46 -94.2 1.68 0.29 0.73

to neighboring bonds for the surface orbitals of group II atoms to become empty, leading to no dangling bond at the154

surface. This charge transfer should be achieved by the reduction of the buckling angle of the surface, that is, the155

smaller orbital electronegativity of the surface orbital of each group II atom. Therefore, a relatively planar bilayer156

(BL) structure is required. Furthermore, for group II atoms to form empty surface orbitals, a network formation of157

II-V-V-II perpendicular to the surface is required, i.e., group V atoms must form covalent bonds between DBs.158

First, stacking configurations were optimized for several stacked-structure models as described in the Models section,159

and their stabilities were evaluated in terms of stacking energy, (Es), defined by the following equation:160

Es =
EDB − (EBL × 2)

4
, (1)

where EDB and EBL are the total energies of DB II-V and single BL II-V per primitive cell. A negative value of Es161

means that the compound is stabilized by the stacking of BL rather than the free-standing BL. The calculated values162

of Es are listed in Table I. All DB II-V compounds considered in this study have attractive interactions between163

BLs. What has to be noticed is that two types of stacking structures, AB and AB’, were found depending on the164

combination of group II and group V atoms. The AB’ configuration was the most stable for BeP, BeAs, BeSb, ZnP,165

ZnAs, ZnSb, and CdSb, while AB for CdP and CdAs. In the AB’ configuration, each BL is displaced slightly from166

the just AB stacking along the [210] direction, as shown in Fig. 3. In the AB stacking system, the BLs form bonds167

between group V atoms, whereas in the AB’ stacking system, the nearest atoms between the DBs are not always pairs168

of group V atoms due to the displacement between the BLs (see Figs. S5, S6, and S7 of the Supplemental Material).169

More noteworthy here is the fact that the symmetry of the system in the AB’ stacking is broken: The AB stacking170

system has exact 3-fold symmetry, C3v, whereas the AB’ one only has a vertical mirror plane parallel to the [210]171

direction, leading to a deviation of the lattice angle, α, from 60°, as shown in Table I.172

The thermodynamical stability of the system was evaluated using the formation energy per atom, ∆Hf, of II-V DB173

compounds defined as follows:174

∆Hf = EII-bulk + EV-bulk − EII-V, (2)

where EII(V)-bulk is the total energy of group II(V) bulk per atom and EII-V corresponds to a quarter of the total175

energy per (1 × 1) unit cell of DB II-V. The crystal structures of the group II and group V bulk, employed for the176

calculation of the formation energy, are listed in Table S1 in the Supplemental Material. If ∆Hf is positive (negative),177

then the reaction becomes exothermic (endothermic). Figure 4 shows the calculated values of ∆Hf for each group178

II series. It has been shown that BeP, BeAs, ZnP, and ZnAs have positive ∆Hf values, indicating that the reaction179

proceeds exothermically when metal elements of group II and V are used as starting materials. The cohesive energy180

per atom, ∆Hcoh, of II-V DB compounds, defined as follows, was also evaluated:181

∆Hcoh = EII-atom + EV-atom − EII-V, (3)

where EII(V)-atom is the total energies of isolated group II(V) atom and EII-V corresponds to a quarter of the total182

energy per (1× 1) unit cell of DB II-V. The calculated values of ∆Hcoh are listed in Table I. The result for the BeP183

DB compound was 3.77 eV/atom, which agrees well with the result reported by Meng et al. [51]. Other results of184

lattice parameters and bond lengths for DB BeP reproduced those by Meng et al. [51].185
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FIG. 3. (a) Top and (b) side views of the AB’ configuration.

FIG. 4. Formation energy, ∆Hf, of II-V DB compounds for each group II series. Red, blue, and green indicate that the group
V elements are P, As, and Sb, respectively.

We calculated the electronic band structures for the optimized structures. The results within the PBE functional186

show that the group II-V DB compounds exhibit metallic or semiconductor behaviour depending on their combina-187

tions. As shown in Table I, the BeP, BeAs, ZnP, ZnAs, ZnSb, and CdSb DBs have finite energy gap, showing the188

semiconducting nature, whereas the CdP and CdAs DBs are metallic and BeSb becomes a zero (finite) gap semicon-189

ductor with PBE (HSE06) functional. Figures 5(a) and 5(c) show the electronic band dispersions for ZnAs and CdAs190

DBs, as examples. The band structure of other compounds are shown in Figs. S8-S10 in the Supplemental Material.191

Viewed in this light, we can conclude that all DB II-Vs except for CdP and CdAs have no metallic bands, i.e., the EC192193

and the BO models are satisfied. Furthermore, it has been revealed that the AB-stacked DB with a higher symmetry194

has metallic bands crossing the Fermi level, while the AB’-stacked one becomes a semiconductor.195

In order to evaluate the chemical bonding fashion, we calculated the ELF for the DB II-V. Figure 5(b) shows the196

spatial distribution of ELF for the ZnAs DB compound as an example. The ELF values are larger in the vicinity of197

the As atoms, indicating that covalent bonds are formed between the As atoms in each BL. However, due to the more198

planar nature of the BL structure, strong covalent bonds are not formed between BLs, because not sp3 but pz-like199

orbitals will mainly contribute to the bonding between BLs. In addition to that, there would be ionic bonds between200

As and Zn, which are closer together due to the in-plane shift between BLs. As a result, ionic bonds between BLs201

also contribute to the stability of the system as well as covalent bonds. Such features were also observed in other II-V202
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FIG. 5. (a) Band structure and (b) ELF of DB ZnAs. (c) Band structure and (d) the isosurface of the probability density for
DB CdAs at the Γ point for the metallic band marked with a circle in Fig. 5(c). The top of the valence band and the Fermi
energy were set to 0 eV for DB ZnAs and DB CdAs, respectively.

combinations than ZnAs, as shown in Figs. S15-S17 in the Supplemental Material.203

We discuss the atomic arrangement in more detail. Under the EC model, the electron configuration of group V204

atoms must be in a closed shell structure, and the group II surface orbitals must become empty for the system to be205

stable. To be achieved this situation, each BL must be nearly flat based on the BO model. On the other hand, if206

the BLs were completely flattened, the BLs would be weakly coupled between pz orbitals instead of sp3. Therefore,207

the stability of the system must be determined by a trade-off between the charge-transfer mechanism of the system208

based on the BO model and the degree of bond formation between BLs. The flatness of each BL was evaluated in209

terms of the degree of buckling in the BL, i.e., the difference in coordinates between group II and V atoms on the210

[001] axis, ∆h(V-II), defined in Fig. 3 (b). Thus, if the sign of ∆h(V-II) is positive (negative), then the group V (II)211

atom locates at the topmost surface of DB. It has been confirmed that CdP, CdAs, CdSb, and ZnP, have negative212

∆h(V-II) values, meaning that group II atoms appear at the topmost surface of the DB structure. Furthermore, it213

has been found that the magnitude of buckling is strongly related to the difference in atomic radius [73] of group II214

and V atoms, ∆r(V-II). Figure 6 shows the ∆h(V-II) as a function of ∆r(V-II). We can confirm the strong correlation215

(0.99) between them. Furthermore, it has been found that if ∆h(V-II) is positive, then ∆r(V-II) is also positive, and216

vice versa, i.e., atoms with larger atomic radius prefer to locate at the topmost surface. Such results remind us of the217

so-called size effect, well-known at an atomic scale, for example, for surfactants on semiconductor surfaces or surface218

segregation [74, 75]. Strong correlations of the surface buckling with the difference in atomic radius between group II219

and group V were also confirmed with covalent, ionic, ionic crystal, and metal radii, as shown in Figs. S18 and S19220

in the Supplemental Material. Such a size effect would inhibit the formation of the flat surface structure predicted221

by the BO model. When group V atoms are too large, such as in BeSb, the system becomes relatively unstable222

because the group V atom locates on the topmost surface, and the bonds between BLs are formed at Sb-Be rather223

than Sb-Sb between BLs. On the other hand, even when group II atoms are too large, such as in CdP and CdAs,224

group II atoms locate on the topmost surface and the electronegativity of their surface orbitals becomes large, which225

work against the full establishment of the BO model. In fact, CdP and CdAs with the AB stacking structure are226

metallic, as shown in Table I. As can be seen in Fig. 5(c), the band that would be the conduction band if the system227
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were semiconductor shifts below the Fermi level. Indeed, this band has an anti-bonding character attributed to the228

Cd atom at the Γ point, as shown in Fig. 5(d). The large back-bond angle leads to a large electronegativity of the229

surface orbital of Cd, being partial occupation of this state. Based on the BO and the EC models, the group V atoms230

in DB II-V compounds should be fully occupied and the surface orbitals of the group II atoms should be unoccupied.231

Therefore, the flatter the BL structure, the more likely the BO and the EC models become valid. In this case, the232

bonding between BLs requires covalent bonding between group V atoms. On the contrary, if the BL structure is233

completely flat, the inter-BL must bond between pz orbitals, which is not necessarily energetically favorable. Thus,234

a more sp3-like orbital component than pz is required in the interlayer bonding. As a result, BeP and ZnP, where235

the atomic radii of group V and II atoms are slightly different, become relatively stable compared with the nearly-flat236

compounds like ZnAs and CdSb. In other words, in DB II-V compounds, the optimal combination of group II and237

V elements and the most stable structure are determined by the trade-off between the requirements of the simplified238

BO and EC models for the bonding fashion and the size effect due to the difference in atomic radius between group239

II and group V atoms. As a matter of fact, the stacking energy of CdP (-0.64 eV/atom) and CdAs (-0.51 eV/atom)240

is greater than that of BeSb (-0.49 eV/atom). Therefore, to obtain a more significant gain in binding energy between241

these V-V atoms, CdP and CdAs prefer AB stacking. Such a relationship between the flatness of each BL and the242

BL-BL binding energy can also be confirmed in terms of the stacking energy shown Table I. For example, in the243

Be series, ∆h(V-II) becomes smaller and flatness increases in the order of BeSb, BeAs, and BeP, while the stacking244

energy decreases in this order. This trend is not clear in the Zn series because ∆h(V-II) is relatively tiny, but it is245

clearly observed in the Cd series. Finally, it is worth mentioning that AB-stacking is the most stable for CdP and246

CdAs with large atomic radius differences, while AB’-stacking is maintained for BeP with similarly large atomic radius247

differences. This is due to the difference in whether the bonds between DBs are II-II or V-V. In DB II-V, group V248

atoms are anion-like and group II atoms are cation-like. Therefore, the bonds between the more electron-rich group249

V atoms should be stronger than those between group II atoms.250

FIG. 6. Relationship between the roughness of BL, ∆h(V-II), and the difference in atomic radius, ∆r(V-II), of DB group II-V
compounds (see text). Group V elements P, As, and Sb are indicated by red, blue, and green colors, respectively. Circle,
triangle, and square identify the group II atoms as Be, Zn, and Cd, respectively.

Here, the metallic nature of DB CdP and DB CdAs is worth a mention. As shown in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d), the valence251

and conduction bands of DB CdAs crosses with each other without opening a gap, indicating the manifestation of252

topological properties [76]. The same situation was also confirmed in DB CdP shown in Fig. S10(a). Recently, it253

was proposed that the DB CdAs is in a class of nontrivial topological material; DB CdAs is a semimetal with six254

equivalent Dirac cones on the paths of Γ-M, and these cones are protected by vertical mirror symmetries [52]. Then,255

we re-run the calculations for all the combinations to evaluate the effect of SOC. We confirmed that for the systems256

that are semiconductors when ignoring SOC, the atomic arrangements and energy bands hardly change even when257

SOC is taken into account. As a result, the value of the band gap does not change with SOC for the AB’-stacking258

systems. However, not only CdAs but also AB-stacked CdP were confirmed to generate a slight gap at the Dirac259

point along the Γ-M direction when SOC is considered, as shown in Fig. S14. As a result, the DB CdAs with the AB260

stacking should no longer be considered a metal but a system with a bandgap of about 30 meV. On the other hand,261

the DB CdP with the AB stacking remained metallic even when considering SOC. Furthermore, looking at the band262

structure of DB CdSb without SOC shown in Fig. S10(C), the degeneracy at the Dirac point appears to be lifted.263
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The Dirac point of CdAs or CdP is protected by three equivalent vertical mirrors within the C3v symmetry. From this264

point of view, one may say that the symmetry reduction caused the band gap opening in the CdP. Such a change in265

symmetry is directly associated with the size effect at the atomic level. Thus, DB CdP is also a promising candidate266

for a new topological material. Nevertheless, there is room for further investigation beyond the discussion envisioned267

in this paper.268

Finally, we examined the phonon stability of each compound. Figures S21(c) and S21(a) in the Supplemental269

Material show the phonon dispersion relations for ZnSb, which has been experimentally confirmed to have a layered270

structure, and for BeP, which has a highest formation energy. The result for metallic CdP is also shown in Fig. S21(a).271

In the limit of q = 0, these DB compounds exhibit the linear LA and TA branches, and also the quadratic ZA272

branch related to the vibration perpendicular to the surface that is characteristic of ordinary 2D materials [25, 77].273

Furthermore, we can also confirm that no imaginary phonons appear. Therefore, we can conclude that all the DB274

II-V compounds analyzed in this study have good dynamical stabilities due to the absence of imaginary frequencies.275

The phonon bands of all the compounds can be found in Figs. S20-S22 in the Supplemental Material.276

IV. CONCLUSIONS277

This study systematically discussed the structural stability and electronic structure of ultra-thin group II-V (II:Be,278

Zn, and Cd, V:P, As, and Sb) compound films. We have first taken the DB III-VI compounds as examples to illustrate279

the origin of its structural stabilization using the EC and BO models. The EC model has attributed the structural280

stability of the DB III-VI compounds to the strong covalent bonds and the lone pairs at the surface instead of a281

dangling bond. The BO model has consistently explained the charge transfer between surface atoms based on the282

orbital-electronegativity predicted from the optimized structure.283

It has been revealed that II-V compounds with DB structures like 2D III-V and III-VI films are energetically stable.284

In the DB II-V compounds, we have found two types of stacking configuration, AB and AB’. DB CdP and DB CdAs285

compounds having the AB-stacked structure become metallic when SOC is ignored. On the other hand, DB BeP,286

BeAs, BeSb, ZnP, ZnAs, ZnSb, and CdSb compounds have AB’-stacked structures. The AB’-stacking results in a287

lower symmetry (σv) compared with the AB-one (C3v). The DB II-V with an AB’ stacking results in the fully occupied288

valence and empty conduction bands. The semiconducting nature of the system is considered to be one of the origin289

of the stability in DB II-V as well as DB III-VI. As a result, it has been revealed that the AB structure with higher290

symmetry becomes a Dirac semimetal, and the gap is opened at the Dirac cone, while the AB’ structure has a normal291

semiconducting nature as predicted from the EC and BO models. There are no imaginary phonon frequencies for all292

compounds explored. Thus, the phonon stability has also been confirmed. Unlike in the case of III-VI and III-V, in293

the case of II-V, the atomic species that constitute the surface side of the DB configuration depend on the combination294

of II and V, because the so-called size effect is prominently manifested; elements with larger atomic radius are located295

on the top surface. In addition, the larger the difference in the atomic radius, the larger the buckling angle of the296

surface, leading to the manifestation of the so-called size effect. It has been found that the system is electronically297

more stable when the difference in atomic radii between group II and V is relatively smaller, because, based on the298

BO model, the atomic arrangement must be flat in each BL in order for a surface orbital of group II atom to become299

empty. However, the flatter each BL becomes, the weaker the interaction between the DB planes becomes. On these300

grounds, the stability of the system is dominated by the balance of the covalent bond formation between DB planes301

and the size effect.302

We have proposed novel 2D materials, DB II-V (BeP, BeAs, BeSb, ZnP, ZnAs, ZnSb, CdP, CdAs, and CdSb)303

compounds through the analysis of electronic and phonon properties. These materials would provide a new platform304

for 2D material families. In light of the experimental confirmation that intercalating Li into bulk ZnSb yields layered305

ZnSb structures [48], stacking structures of various group II-V DB are promising as alkali metal storage materials or306

electrode materials for ion batteries.307
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